General Information for St Anthony’s Laptop Program - 2017-2018
Approved Laptop = Dell Latitude E5480
At St. Anthony’s School, we try to create the best and most age-appropriate learning environment for our
students. We want to give our students the best resources for learning and the knowledge to use resources practically,
thoroughly, and safely. This is why eight years ago the school made a commitment to become a one-to-one laptop school,
dedicating ourselves to preparing students for a technology-driven, interconnected world.
Computers help to create dynamic classroom and out-of-classroom experiences on which St. Anthony’s prides
itself. We believe that laptop computers can individualize the learning process to an extraordinary degree, allowing the
individual to reach his or her unique potential. Computers are integrated into the curriculum and used daily by students as
a tool for research, communication, and classroom learning. Students use them in many classes on a daily basis and to
complete homework assignments.
Support for REQUESTED / SUPPORTED laptop:
 Full support will be given by the school if you purchase the requested class/approved model with a factory
accidental warranty.
 If you purchase a warranty from someone other than Dell, you will be responsible for scheduling any
repairs. A loaner laptop will be provided for a maximum of 2 weeks.
Support/Repair for NON-APPROVED laptops:
 Windows 10 must be installed on the laptop.
 You are required to show proof of a 2-year warranty with accidental coverage.
 All laptops that are not the approved model listed on the next page will be outsourced for support/repair. There is
a $100 fee for set-up the first year and an $80 fee for the second year.
 If your non-approved laptop crashes, you will have to send it in to be reconfigured. This will be another $40$100 fee. If you have any problems during the year, it will be your responsibility to call for service. Elephant
Boy Computers bills at $60 an hour; their number is (559) 435-1224.
 Mac Setup is $140 the 1st year and 80 the 2nd year. You must also purchase Windows 10 Home Full (not
Upgrade) and have OSX 10.10 or higher already installed. You are still required to show proof of a 2-year
warranty with accidental coverage.
You need a 250gb SSD 2.5” hard drive:
SSD Hard drive can be ordered on Amazon.com and will also be an option when you purchase your laptop on the
CDW website link. Cost for the hard drive is about $110
Where can I get insurance? (Your Dell laptop from CDW already has insurance included)(Does not include theft)
 St. Anthony’s is NOT responsible for lost or stolen laptops.
 Student Insurance Group at (800) 620-3307 or http://studentinsurancegroup.com. Coverage includes accidental
damage, theft, natural disasters, water damage, fire, and power surge.
 Worth Have Group at (800) 620-2885 or www.worthavegroup.com.
Mandatory warranty for your laptop: (Your Dell laptop from CDW already has insurance included)(Does not include theft)
You must get at minimum a 2-year parts, labor and accidental warranty with your laptop from the manufacturer.
Apple Laptops, older laptops, and non-supported laptops can be warranted through one of the companies listed above.
Coverage includes accidental damage, natural disasters, water damage, and power surge.
Software:
You do not need to purchase any extra software for your laptop while you are at SAS. The school will provide licenses
for all the software you need while at SAS.
Internet Filtering and General Computer Repair and Maintenance:
Elephant Boy computers can be a great resource for your home or business. They can help with any of your computer
needs, including internet filtering (OpenDNS), your home internet, and/or wireless networking. They can be reached at
(559) 435-1224.
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>> ALL DATA ON LAPTOPS WILL BE DELETED <<
*** (ONLY THIS MODEL IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL!!!!)***
(If your laptop is not this model, it will be outsourced to be configured /repaired and you will be charged accordingly.)

 Dell Latitude E5480

Give your laptop some COLOR!
http://dell.skinit.com/
http://www.decalgirl.com/skins/Laptop-Skins
http://www.cafepress.com/+laptop-skins
http://www.fathead.com/skins/
http://www.zazzle.com
Laptops must have the following MINUMUM requirements:
 CPU Processor, at least Intel icore3
 Built-in wireless
 4 GB of RAM
 Windows 10 Home
 120 GB SSD hard drive

RECOMMENDED System requirements:
 8 GB or more RAM
 Built-in wireless
 Intel Processor / CPU icore3 or icore5
 Windows 10 Home 64 bit

--------------------------------------------------------------------------Where to buy a laptop?
You will receive a list via SchoolSpeak, and it will be posted on the school web site on June 15th
If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Olson at dolson@sasfresno.com.

Reminders:
 Laptop orders should be placed between June 15 and July 15
 Laptops must be dropped off at the school office between July 1 and August 1.
 When you drop off your laptop, please include any passwords and its charger.
 Clearly label the laptop and charger with the student’s name.
 Any laptops that are turned in late may be outsourced and subject to the $100 set-up fee even if they are the
supported model.
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Please turn this page in
with your laptop.
Laptops must be dropped off at the school office
between July 1 and August 1.
Students will get laptops back after school starts.

 Laptop with the student’s name on it.
 Charger with the student’s name on it.
 SSD Hard Drive with student’s name on it.
Proof of 2-year warranty with accidental. If laptop not
purchased from CDW-G SAS website link

Student’s
Name:_____________________________________
Parent’s
Phone:_____________________________________
Parent’s
Email: ______________________________________
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